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Hallfield
School is now in its one-hundred-and-fortieth year.
Its strength today after so long and successful a history is a
testament
to that
heritage
– but
also to how
We are very
proud
of our
reputation
forthe school has
constantly changed to ensure its standards remain amongst
excellence,
inside and sector.
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the
highest in both
the independent
classroom. This positive learning experience

Our
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for our
draws
upon bothpast
theistraditional
values
(our house
future, to offer the pupils who come here a world-class prep
structure,
assemblies,
prize-giving
and sports
school
education.
Our pupils
enjoy unrivalled
academic
success
to our excellent
environment and by
day, for due
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and the teaching
more contemporary
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the
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But a Hallfield education is so much more besides
academic excellence. Here at Hallfield we nurture the whole
child
and to
encourage
them and
to become
the very
best versions
Central
the success
happiness
of our
of
themselves.
Our
nurturing
approach
enables
School are the strong Christian and family this
values
success, and also powers the co-curricular activities, from
whichtoare
underpinned
by a strong
pastoral
care –
chess
sport,
that we consider
central to
life at Hallfield
and
crucial to helping our pupils become confident, rounded
system.
individuals equipped for the next chapter of their education.
We enable our pupils to give more than they ever imagined
I hope that this prospectus gives you a flavour
possible.

of Hallfield School and the many and varied

Our job at Hallfield is to inspire ambition in our children,
opportunities
available
our children.
I look that
balanced
with the
humility,to
respect
and consideration
forward
to welcoming
youastoa the
School.
is
interwoven
into our ethos
school
with a Christian
foundation. We aim to create global citizens, aware of their
own responsibilities and impact on the world in which we all
Roger
live.
WeOutwin-Flinders
are a world-class school on your doorstep. Please
come and see us in action and experience the Hallfield
‘buzz’
for yourself.
Headmaster
I look forward to
welcoming you to
Hallfield in the very
near future.

Keith B Morrow
Head Master
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Hallfield School is a select entry independent coco-educational
school
over
children
educational dayday
school
for for
over
550550
children
from
from
3 months
– 11 years.
It is located
in leafy
the leafy
3 months
– 11 years.
It is located
in the
outskirts of Edgbaston and
ourCalthorpe
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on the
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an
20enjoy
acre site
with superb20and
ever
andimpressive
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site
improving
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and ever improving facilities.
The Headmaster
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Hallfield
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a world-class
education
(Independent
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theinnovative
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a truly world
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enlightened
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preparing
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become the
leaders of
tomorrow
values within an
enlightened and innovative
ever-changing
world.
curriculum, preparing children to become the
leaders of
tomorrow
everand
changing
Hallfield
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we areworld.
proud of our history and inheritance. Formerly
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in 1879
and
aHallfield
boarding
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from
7 -we
13,are
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7 - 13, today
day
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Our children
enjoy
academic
it is a flourishing
standards,
as wellco-educational
as the diverseindependent
and varied range of
day school. The
still enjoy
opportunities
andchildren
experiences
whichexcellent
help to develop
academic
standards,
as well as the diverse and
them
into rounded
individuals.
varied range of opportunities and experiences
which help
develop Foundation
the ‘whole child’
– which
Hallfield
is atoChristian
and welcomes
today makes
verychildren
popularregularly
and
children
from Hallfield
all faiths.aThe
successful
School. Church for Harvest,
attend
St. George’s
Christmas Carols and the traditional Easter
Hallfield is a Christian Foundation and welcomes
service.
children from all faiths. The children regularly
attend St. George’s Church for Harvest,
Christmas Carols and the traditional Easter
service.

HALLFIELDFIRST
Our very own nursery, Hallfieldfirst, is registered for
forty-four children aged between three months and
two-and-a-half years. For each of those children to
settle and flourish, a happy and relaxed atmosphere
- very much a ‘home away from home’ - is important,
and we provide this through a variety of free play and
structured activities.
The Nursery follows the Early Years Foundation
Stage (EYFS) guidance, and all planned activities
and experiences are tailored towards the EYFS,
along with our children’s interests and needs.
We follow a “play-based” learning approach,
ensuring that all experiences for the children are
as interesting and engaging as possible. We also
recognise the importance of sensory play for children
of this age – and so sensory activities of all kinds
play a large part at Hallfieldfirst.
A typical day at Hallfieldfirst involves activities such
as group play, outdoor play, cooking, heuristic play
and treasure baskets. We also incorporate stories
and rhymes, music and movement, construction, ICT,
mark making … and, most importantly, lots of messy
and creative activities!

ROOMS
We have planned and equipped our facilities at
Hallfieldfirst to enhance and enable the child-centred,
nurturing environment we are committed to providing.
Our staff are specialists in the age range and
dedicated to providing high-quality provision. They
take the greatest care in ensuring your child is happy
– and our rooms are a key part of achieving that
fundamental aim.
Across six brightly coloured, Winnie the Poohthemed rooms, the Nursery provides a safe and
secure environment offering the highest standards of
care and education.
In addition to these excellent indoor facilities, the
Nursery also has its own large outdoor area which
we use on a daily basis for a variety of activities and
in all weathers.
At Hallfieldfirst, your child will enjoy every type of
activity – in a manner, and at a time, which will suit
them best.

PRE-PREP SCHOOL
PRE-PREP
Early Years Foundation Stage
– Transition
Early
Years Foundation Stage
–
TheTransition
Pre-Prep Department is located on the

same site as the Upper School and has the
The Pre-Prep School is located on the same site
benefit of being able to use all of the on-site
as the Prep School and has the benefit of having
facilities. We believe that the first few years of
access to all of the on-site facilities. We believe that
a child’s
education
the most
important
the
first few
years ofare
a child’s
education
areand
the most
Transition
aims
to
give
the
children
a
broad
important and Transition aims to teach the children a
range range
of knowledge
and skills
provide
the best
broad
of knowledge
andtoskills
to provide
the
foundation
for
a
successful
school
life.
best foundation for a successful school life.
Transition, Foundation and Reception make
up the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).
Transition
Transition (2+)
(2+) is
is the
the main
main point
point of
of entry
entry for
for
children
children at
at Hallfield.
Hallfield. Children
Childrenfrom
fromHallfieldfirst
our own
and
other- Hallfieldfirst
nurseries, are
assessed
in the Spring
Nursery
- and
other nurseries,
are
Term before entry the following September.
assessed in the Spring Term before entry the
Owing to the age of the children, this assessment
following September. Owing to the age of the
is very ‘light touch’ but the purpose is to assess
children,
thisreadiness
assessment
is very ‘light touch’ but
your
child’s
for school.
the purpose is to assess your child’s readiness
for school.
Children inare
Transition
taught
in
Children
in Transition
taught inare
small
groups
smallthey
groups
andfrom
theythe
benefit
from the
extensive of
and
benefit
extensive
opportunities
‘free
flow play’ofand
developing
social skills in
opportunities
‘free
flow play’ their
and developing
the
andskills
secure
learning
environment.
theirsafe
social
in the
safe and
secure learning
environment.
From Transition, and throughout the School,
the
commitment
ourthroughout
staff to thethe
provision
From
Transition, of
and
School,of
exceptional
pastoral
care
is
clearly
evident:
the commitment of our staff to the provision aof
hallmark of Hallfield.
exceptional pastoral care is clearly evident: a
hallmark of Hallfield.
Transition offers part-time education (minimum
three days a week) to full time in preparation
Transition
offers part-time education (minimum
for
Foundation.
three days a week) to full time in preparation
for Foundation. Music is taught by a subject
specialist throughout the week.

PRE-PREP SCHOOL
PRE-PREP
Early Years Foundation Stage
- Foundation
and Reception
Early
Years Foundation
Stage
-In Foundation
and
Reception
Foundation (3+), and
subsequent
years, the

children are divided into 3 distinct mixed ability
In Foundation (3+), and subsequent years, the
classes (of approximately 20 children) with their
children are divided into three distinct mixed ability
own class teacher and teaching assistant.
classes (of approximately 20 children) with their
own class teacher and teaching assistant.
The classrooms are bright, colourful and
airy, classrooms
celebrating are
the many
andairy,
The
bright,successes
colourful and
achievements
of
the
children.
Displays
showcase
celebrating the many successes and achievements
theour
children’s
of
childrenwork.
via displays showcasing their work.
Throughout their learning, positive reinforcement
takes
takes place
place to
to develop
develop self-confidence,
self-confidence, curiosity
curiosity
and
and promote
promote an
an enthusiasm
enthusiasm for
for learning.
learning.
Reception (4+) covers the seven areas of learning
The
of reading
throughand
and teaching
development
which is
arepromoted
interconnected
phonics and the children start the ‘Letters and
tailored to a child’s individual needs.
Sounds’ programme of study in Foundation.
Using their phonics knowledge they start to write
The teaching
of reading
is promoted
simple
sentences.
The children
learn through
to write and
phonics
and
the
children
start
the
and
use numbers to 10 alongside other‘Letters
topic work.
Sounds’ programme of study in Foundation.
Using their(4+)
phonics
knowledge
they
start
write
Reception
covers
the seven
areas
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learning
simple
sentences.which
The children
learn to write
and
and
development
are interconnected
and
tailored
to a child’s
use numbers
to 10 individual
alongside needs.
other topic work.
Pre-Prep
School,
a department,
promotes the
The Pre-Prep,
as as
a department,
promotes
Children’s
Charter.
The
charter
allows
all of of
the
the Golden Rules which set high standards
children
at
Hallfield
to
get
involved
in
thinking
manners and behaviour which in turn, supportabout
the
the ways in which we can make our school as happy,
extensive ‘hidden curriculum’ at Hallfield.
safe and fair as it can be.
Before and after school care (from 8.00 a.m. Before and after school care (from 8.00 a.m. 6.00 p.m.)
p.m.) offers
offers an
an invaluable
invaluable service
service for
for busy
busy
6.00
working
parents.
Fun
clubs
operate
during
working parents. Fun clubs operate during
the school holidays and themed weeks offer a
different focus for working and playing.

PRE-PREP SCHOOL
PRE-PREP
Years 1 & 2
mathematics
In Years 1 & 2 during English and Mathematics
lessons the children, irrespective of ability, receive
Englishthe
the‘Letters
‘Lettersand
and
considerable support. InInEnglish
Sounds’ programme enables every child to learn at
in Schoolread
children
read to aof
their own speed and children
to a member
member
of day.
staffWe
every
day.
We
hope that
parents will
staff
every
hope
that
parents
will reinforce
reinforce
this
by listening
regularlyto
listening
to their
this
routine
byroutine
regularly
their child
read
child
read at home.
at
home.
in 3 distinct
ability
Mathematics lessons are taught with
a minimum
groups
with a minimum
one teaching
assistant
of
one teaching
assistantofsupporting
each
teacher.
supporting
classable
teacher.
the more
This
allows each
the more
pupilsThis
to beallows
challenged
ableprovides
pupils to the
be challenged
andlearners
provideswith
the the
more
and
more reluctant
reluctant learners
with therequired
reassurance
and support
reassurance
and support
to develop
their
required to develop their confidence. All 3 sets cover
confidence.
the same work and children may be moved to a
different set,isifprovided
necessary,
discussion
Information
viafollowing
the child’s
academicwith
parents. outlining ways to support and help your
planner,
child, which further extends the communication
Weekly information
provided via the child’s
between
School andishome.
academic planner, outlining ways to support and help
your child, which further extends the communication
between School and home.

the Pre-Prep
andand
Upper
School
thethe
Throughout Pre-Prep
School
Prep
School
curriculum is enriched by an extensive and varied
programme of workshops, trips and visits to places
Parentsare
areinvited
invitedto
toattend
attend‘stay
‘stay
of local interest. Parents
School plays,
plays, Harvest
Harvest and
and Christmas
Christmas
and play’ days, school
occasions
services, sports days and other special occasions.
such as our Whole School Remembrance Service
and
a Mother’s
Dayofassembly.
A
diverse
selection
clubs are available after school
for children in the Pre-Prep School.
A diverse selection of clubs are available after School
for children
in theprovides
Pre-Prep.
Pre-Prep
School
the very best start for your
child’s education and they will be well on their way to
Hallfield provides
very best
startthey
for your
achieving
their fullthe
potential
before
movechild’s
on to
education
and they will be well on their way to
our
Prep School.
achieving their full potential before they move into
the Upper School.

UPPER
SCHOOL
PREP
SCHOOL
Years 3 & 4
In Years 3 and 4 children continue to be taught
predominantly by their class teacher but they begin
begin
to experience
independence
moving
to
experience
greatergreater
independence
by moving
School.forHere,
theylessons.
are taught
by subject
around the school
different
Now,
specialists
in specialist
teaching
facilities,
for
they
are taught
by subject
specialists
in specialist
example facilities.
2 ScienceWe
laboratories,
Modern laboratories,
Languages
teaching
have two Science
room,
2 suites,
ICT suites,
SportsLanguages
Hall, Design
Technology
two
ICT
a Modern
room,
a Sports
and Art
Hall,
Artrooms
roomsand
andaaMusic
MusicSchool.
Centre. The children also
use the library which they can visit in their ‘free time’.
The Prep School day is similar to the Pre-Prep
The class
teacher
the key
person
School
day,
startingis with
a short
formduring
periodyour
and
child’s time
at Hallfield.
Theand
class
teacher is the first
morning
assembly.
English
Mathematics
point ofthe
contact
for children
and parents
thisare
remain
backbone
of morning
lessons,and
which
relationship with
is essential
to ensure
the and
happiness
punctuated
a mid-morning
break
snack. and
welfare
of your
child. in the celebrated Hallfield Bistro
After
Lunch
- served
- afternoon lessons often begin with reading time led
Thethe
Upper
day
is similar at
to 3.40.
the Pre-Prep
by
classSchool
teacher,
concluding
starting with a short form period and morning
assembly.
English
andof
mathematics
are
An
extensive
provision
Afterschool lessons
clubs and
predominantly
taught
in the morning,
with a are
midaftercare,
including
homework
supervision,
morning break
Lunch
available
every and
day snack.
until 6.00
pm. is served in the
Hallfield Bistro and the food is celebratedly good!
After lunchtime
play, care
afternoon
lessons
Details
of homework
recorded
in anbegin
academic
with reading
led bybring
the class
and an
planner
whichtime
children
hometeacher
every day
additional the
teacher
or teaching
Afternoon
extending
‘school
– home’ assistant.
link.
lessons conclude at 3.40 and an extensive provision
of after School clubs and aftercare (including
homework supervision) are available every day until
6.00 p.m.

Details of homework
arefour
recorded
academic
Belonging
to one of the
housesin–the
Nowers,
planner Ridgway
which children
bring– home
day
Pughe,
and Stork
helps every
to encourage
extending
‘School – enthusiasm
home’ link. and commitment
and
rewardthe
endeavour,
with merits. As well as providing Inter House
Belonging to one
the fourloyalty
housesto–their
Nowers,
competitions
and of
activities,
house
Pughe, Ridgway
and to
Stork
– helps
to encourage
encourages
children
establish
relationships
which
and reward
endeavour,
enthusiasm
and commitment
extend
beyond
their immediate
contemporaries
into
withother
merits.
AsYear
well groups.
as providing Inter House
the
three
competitions and activities, loyalty to their house
(siblings
placedattend
in theasame
house)
encourages
In
Year 4,are
children
one night
residential
trip
children
to establish
relationships
whichthe
extend
to
the Brecon
Beacons
which provides
‘aperitif’ to
beyond
their immediate
contemporaries
into the
their
residential
trips in Years
5 & 6.
other 3 Year groups.
In Year 4, children attend a one night residential trip
to the Brecon Beacons which provides the ‘aperitif’ to
their residential trips in Years 5 & 6.

UPPER
SCHOOL
PREP
SCHOOL
Years 5 & 6
The
The role
role of
of the
the Year
Year 55 &
& 66 class
class teacher
teacher has
has been
been
enhanced
enhanced in
in recent
recent years
years to
to ensure
ensure that
that they
they
have
have aa good
good overview
overview (academic
(academic and
and pastoral)
pastoral) of
of
your
child’s
progress.
By
now,
the
children
move
your child’s progress. The children move around
around
the school
all of
their lessons.
However,
the School
for all offortheir
lessons.
However,
the
the class teacher, is still the first point of contact for
class teacher, is still the first point of contact for
children and parents.
children and parents.
Preparation for the 11+ examinations is an essential
Preparation
the 11+
is an essential
part
of life infor
Years
5 & examinations
6. Hallfield’s academic
part of lifeisinachieved
Years 5 &
6. Hallfield’s
academic
success
through
inspirational
and
success isteaching
achievedand
through
inspirational
and
excellent
by matching
parental
excellent teaching
and by
matching
expectations
with their
child’s
abilityparental
in order to
expectations
with
their
child’s
ability
choose the correct school for them.in order to
choose the correct school for them.
The 11+ Destinations Process at Hallfield is both
thorough
and effective.Process
In Yearsat4Hallfield
and 5 parents
The 11+ Destinations
is both are
invited
to and
an Information
Evening
which provides
thorough
effective and
it is coordinated
by the
them
with
the opportunity
Deputy
Head.
In Years 4 tp
& 5discuss
parentspotential
are invited
schools
for their child.
Senior
staffalso
areprovides
here to help
to an Information
Evening
which
the
you
through
this
process.
opportunity to discuss potential schools for their
child. Senior staff are here to help you through
The majority of our children are accepted into the
this process.
school of their choice and we are always
delighted and very proud of their achievements.
The majority
accepted
to the
One
measureofischildren
the largeare
number
of Scholarship
school which
of theirthey
choice
we are
always
places
are and
offered
in recognition
of
delighted
and very
proudand
of their
achievements.
their
academic,
creative
sporting
excellence.
One measure is the large number of Scholarship
places
which
they arebenefit
offeredfrom
in recognition
of
Year
5 and
6 children
the challenges
and
of the annual
residential
trips to
theiropportunities
academic, creative
and sporting
excellence.
Cranedale in Yorkshire and the Ullswater Centre in
the
Lake
where
theyfrom
get the
Years
5 &District,
6 children
benefit
the opportunity
challenges to
enhance
their life skills
preparation
for life
beyond
and opportunities
of theinannual
residential
trips
Hallfield.
to Cranedale, Yorkshire and Ullswater, in the
Lake District, where encouragement, teamwork,
challenge and leadership qualities are essential
components of the trips and further prepare the
children for their transition to Senior Schools.

PERFORMING AND
CREATIVE ARTS
ARTS
CREATIVE
There are
are endless
endless opportunities
opportunities for
for our
Hallfieldians
There
children
to
take
part
and
succeed
in
a
variety
of creative
creative
to take part and succeed in a variety of
activities within the wider curriculum, often
igniting a future passion.
Children’s artwork displayed around the School
is
is aa constant
constant reminder
reminder and
and celebration
celebration of
of their
their
talents
and
abilities
which
bring
life,
colour
talents and abilities which bring life, colour and
and
inspiration
inspiration to
to everyone.
everyone.
Design, through the more traditional methods,
Design, through the more traditional methods,
and latterly with ICT, engages the practical and
and latterly with ICT, engages the practical and
enlightened minds to create and achieve designs
enlightened
to create and achieve designs
of
the highestminds
quality.
of the highest quality.

Each year, children take part in a range of
Each year, children
take partplays,
in a range
of
performances
– assemblies,
improvisation
performances
–
assemblies,
plays,
improvisation
and detailed choreographed productions from
and detailed
choreographed
productions
from
Rapunzel
to Jonah
and the Whale
and Troy
to
Macbeth.
Rapunzel
to Jonah and the Whale and Troy
to Macbeth with polished and professional
Music
is taught throughout the School by
performances.
specialist teachers and, as a result, the standard
and
expectations
are high. Choirs,
ensembles
Music
is taught throughout
the School
by
and orchestras enhance assemblies, festivals and
specialist teachers and, as a result, the standard
church services: Instrumental and voice tuition
and expectations are high. Choirs, ensembles
are also available.
and orchestras enhance assemblies, festivals and
church services:
and voicetotuition
Children
are also Instrumental
given the opportunity
take
are
also
available.
music examinations (ABRSM) for which the Hallfield
success rate has remained impressive.
There is also the opportunity for children to take
music examinations (ABRSM) for which the
success rate has been really impressive.

SPORT
Hallfi eldisisknown
knownfor
forits
itssporting
sportingsuccess
successbased
based
Hallfield
fi nesports
sportstradition
traditionand
andour
ourchildren’s
children’s
on our fine
considerable achievement in team and individual
competitions
competitions at
at school,
school, county
county and
and national
national level.
level.
Sport
Sport is
is inclusive
inclusive at
at Hallfield
Hallfi eldand
andeveryone
everyoneisis
encouraged
encouraged to
to ‘take
‘take part’
part’ and
and ‘have
‘have a
a go’.
go’.
From Transition to Year 6, everyone makes use
From Transition to Year 6, everyone makes use
of the extensive on-site facilities – sports fields
of the extensive on site facilities – sports fi elds
and pavilion, astroturf, hard playing areas, hall
and pavilion, astroturf,
hard playing areas, hall
(gymnastics),
sports hall.
(gymnastics), sports hall with indoor cricket nets.

Our P.E. specialists teach skills-based activities in
Our P.E.
specialists
skills-based
activities
in
Year
2 and
the Prep teach
School.
The boys enjoy
fixtures
Year
2 andrugby
in the and
Upper
School.
Thegirls
boysflourish
enjoy at
in
football,
cricket
and the
hockey,
andrugby
rounders.
All of the
fi xtures netball
in soccer,
and cricket
andPrep
the School
girls
children
also take
part
in cross-country,
hockey, netball
and
rounders.
All of the gymnastics,
Upper
athletics,
badminton
School children
also and
takeswimming.
part in cross-country,
gymnastics, athletics, badminton and swimming.
We are keen to encourage participation and
interest
as many
sports as
possible and
offer
We are in
keen
to encourage
participation
and
the best tuition which in turn develops confidence
interest in as many sports as possible and offer
and the acquisition of new skills. All of the Prep
the bestchildren
tuition which
in turn
developstoconfi
School
have the
opportunity
takedence
part
and
the
acquisition
of
new
skills.
All
of
the
Upper
in house matches and we hope that all children
will
School
the opportunity
to take
part
have
thechildren
chancehave
to represent
the school
in sporting
in house
matches
weHallfield.
hope that all children
events
before
theyand
leave
will have the chance to represent the School
before they leave Hallfield.

NEXT STEPS
A good preparatory
Preparatory school
School‘prepares’
‘prepares’ children
for the next stage of their educational experience
which is usually at the end of Year 6. Children
Children
will
will be
be prepared
prepared for
for the
the 11+
11+ examinations
examinations to
to
selective
selective Local
Local Authority
Authority Grammar
Grammar Schools
Schools and
and
to
to the
the best
best Independent
Independent Schools
Schools in
in the
the Midlands.
Midlands.
Children leave Hallfield ready to take the ‘next steps’
Children leave Hallfield ready to take the ‘next
in their exciting educational adventure, taking with
steps’ in their exciting educational adventure,
them strong friendships, personal achievements and
taking
with them
strong for
friendships,
personal
an
excellent
foundation
life-long learning.
achievements and an excellent foundation for lifelong academic
learning. year concludes with the annual
The
Speech Day and Prize Giving event – a celebration
The
yearand
concludes
withtothe
of
theacademic
school year
a goodbye
ourannual
Year 6
children.
At the
celebration,
thewhich
prestigious
Speech Day
and
Prize Giving
is a Allday
Cup
and Derry
Bowl
are presented
the Year 6to
celebration
of the
School
year and ato‘goodbye’
boy
and girl
(chosen At
by the
their
peers) as
the best
the Year
6 children.
Leavers’
Celebration
sportsman
and
sportswoman.
Assembly, the prestigious Allday Cup and Derry
Bowl are presented to the Year 6 boy and girl
All children are encouraged to become members
(chosen by their peers) as the best sportsman
of the Old Hallfieldian Society and,within weeks of
and sportswoman.
leaving the School, they are welcomed back to take
part in an annual sports tournament.
All Hallfieldians are encouraged to become
members
of later
the Old
Hallfieldian
Society
and,
Many
pupils
return
as parents
and grandparents
within weeks
leaving
the
areWe keep
engaging
withofthe
School
onSchool,
anotherthey
level.
welcomed
back
to takewho
part has
in anleft
annual
sportsand
in
touch with
everyone
us – pupils
staff
– and we welcome them back to talk about their
tournament.
new schools and their life after Hallfield. We are
always
reassured
that our
Many pupils
later return
asHallfieldians
parents andlook back at
Hallfield
with
great
affection
happy memories.
grandparents engaging with and
the School
on
another level. We keep in touch with everyone
who has left us – pupils and staff – and we
welcome them back to talk about their new
schools and their life after Hallfield. We are
always reassured that people look back at
Hallfield with great affection and happy memories.

